Compass learning health answers

Compass is available to a variety of community care providers who work with children and youth such as: primary care providers, specialist physicians, CYMH clinicians, Foundry clinicians, and concurrent disorders/substance use clinicians. What can you expect from Compass? When you call for a consultation, you will be greeted by the friendly voice
of a team member who can assist with any child and youth mental health or substance use concerns. The Compass team can help with diagnostic clarification, medication recommendations and treatment planning. Support is available for a wide range of issues including substance use, mental health, behavioural and family challenges, trauma and
general guidance when things aren’t going well. You will receive a written record of all consultation recommendations for your patient's chart. How quickly is the service available? Compass aims to have a member of our multidisciplinary team answer phone calls and respond to your questions in real time. For more specialized questions, we aim to
get back to you within the same or next day. Telehealth consults with the provider, patient and Compass team are organized on an as-needed basis. Can a parent or patient call Compass direct? No. Compass is a service that supports healthcare providers. If a parent or youth has mental health or substance use concerns, they should contact their local
primary care provider, and the provider can contact Compass for a consultation. Parents and youth can also contact our partners at Kelty Mental Health or Foundry for direct support. Call Kelty Mental Health at 1.800.665.1822, visit keltymentalhealth.ca or find your local Foundry centre by visiting foundrybc.ca. What are the possible outcomes of a
Compass consultation? The following scenarios may result from the telephone consultation. The Compass team may: Be able to answer the primary care provider’s questions over the phone Provide the primary are provider with information about resources in their local community and system navigation Recommend a PIT assessment done through
telehealth with the patient, provider and Compass team members Recommend a full direct assessment through telehealth with the patient, provider and Compass team members for evaluation What age of children or youth can I call Compass about? Compass supports providers treating children or youth from birth to 25 years of age. Is Compass the
same as RACE? No. Similar to RACE, Compass provides access to telephone support from a child and adolescent psychiatrist, however Compass services expand beyond RACE. Providers have access to a multidisciplinary team including mental health and substance use clinicians (social workers, nurses, psychologists, etc.) and a care coordinator, in
addition to child and adolescent psychiatrists. Compass provides longitudinal support as you follow patients over time, and can provide direct assessments to you and your patient when needed. The Compass model is built based around a goal of increasing community care provider capacity to treat mental health and substance use concerns close to
home. Compass works collaboratively with community care providers to understand their unique challenges and supplement local knowledge and resources with specialist support as needed. When calling Compass, the care coordinator will answer your call immediately, and connect the provider to the best Compass team member to support the
inquiry. The model is based on relationships; providers have an option of requesting follow up, and ongoing consultation from the Compass team for treating a patient. How does Compass work with Learning Links or PSP modules? Learning links are a series of online modules designed to enhance community care providers’ knowledge of mental
health and substance use concerns in children and youth. PSP modules support providers with learning sessions and online tools and educational resources. Compass is a provider consultation service that can support community care providers confidence in implementing the skills and theories learnt through Learning Links or PSP. Community care
providers have access to talk through their next steps in supporting a patient with a C&Y MHSU specialist in real time. These two resources can work hand in hand at helping to increase community care provider’s confidence and capacity in treating C&Y mental health and substance use concerns. How does Compass differ from Kelty? Kelty Mental
Health Resource Centre provides mental health and substance use information, resources, help with system navigation and peer support to children, youth and their families across BC. Their services are free of charge and available to children, youth and families via telephone, in person or email. Compass is a resource for community care providers.
During a consultation, Compass may direct providers to Kelty Mental Health as a resource to support patients and families. Both services work together to help support children and youth with mental health and substance use concerns. Who do I contact with questions on Compass? For any questions or inquiries about Compass and how it works,
please feel free to contact the Compass team at compass@cw.bc.ca. IGNITE your students enthusiasm for EARTH SCIENCE - INTRODUCTION TO EARTH'S SURFACE with this INTERACTIVE and ENGAGING ACTIVITY! Develop deep understanding for students while having fun on their own device!CONCEPTS INCLUDED IN THIS SET: north pole,
magnetic north, Earth, constructive forces, landforms, compass needle, hills, straits, capes, plateau, ocean water, sediments, mid-ocean ridges, continental rise, continental shelf, ocean basin, land, and the Mariana TrenchOTHER TOPICS AVAILABLE:ThePage 2This is an interactive digital worksheet. Students click and drag the labels to the correct
location on their compass rose. (N,S,E,W,NE,SE,NW,SW) 3.1 Students describe the physical and human geography and use maps, tables, graphs, photographs, and charts to organize information about people, places, and environments in a spatial context.Page 3Geometry: These Compass and Geoboard Task Cards are designed for partners to use in
cooperative, active, inquiry learning. They will need Geoboards and rubber bands, as well as compasses and paper & pencil in order to complete all the tasks. Cooperative learning, peer teaching, explaining, and comparing are included in each task. Use in math workshop or centers, or use on an overhead or with a Hover Cam with small or whole
group instruction. Just print them out on card stock, cut them apPage 4Compass Partners FREEBIE This FREEBIE gives you two different options for compass partners. I use this multiple times a day! It is a great way to have partners assigned already (decided by you or the students). Perfect for responsive classrooms! What's Included? • Ideas for
differentiated compass partners • Template for 4 partners (North, South, East, and West) • Template for 8 partners (North, South, East, West, Northwest, Northeast, Southwest, and Southeast)Page 5MAPS Skills: Compass Rose, map key and symbols, city, state, school, and country for USA, and quick check formative assessmentMake your own copy,
then share your copy with your students. Let them edit their own copy so that they can type into their copy.Page 6The student will:Identify a map, globe, and compass roseUse a key to locate places on a mapUse cardinal directionsIdentify land and water featuresIdentify the United States, Washington DC, Virginia, and Richmond. *Leave this page out
if you do not need to teach these skills.This is an easy print & go practice or assessment. This product covers Virginia Social Studies Standards K.4, K.5, K.6, K.7 and 1.5.Page 7~Paint a Team Spirit Sports T-Shirt~ by Betty J. White, aka Compass Rose, copyright 2022 7+ Minute Video: Paint a Sports Mandala T-shirt: baseball, basketball, golf,
volleyball, soccer, croquet, curling… Use team colors or your favorite colors.This video demonstration may be used to…Prepare for a workshop on how to paint a sports mandala using acrylic paints.Also, show the video to students on how to prepare and paint a mandala t-shirt.As a way to create team spirit, discuss the origins of manPage 8Have
students create a physical, political, & special interest map using DOGTAILS (Date, Orientation (Compass), Grid, Title, Author, Index, Legend (Key) and Scale. Directions, rubrics, map outlines & info sheets for special interest maps & extension (can do others for extra credit) included. 3-5 class periods of classwork/ homeworkPage 9There are 50 map
and globe word wall vocabulary cards included in this freebie pack. Words included:atlas, cartographer, compass rose, north, south, east, west, northeast, northwest, southeast, southwest, cardinal, intermediate, globe, northern hemisphere, southern hemisphere, eastern hemispere, western hemisphere, longitude, latitude, grid, coordinates, equator,
prime meridian, axis, 0 degrees, scale, key, legend, symbols, North Pole, and South Pole and more. I also included 12 types of maps,Page 10Geography - Maps and Water and Land Review. Students have the opportunity to review parts of a map, including scale, compass, rose, and reading locations. Students also review types of water and identify
what bodies of water are saltwater and fresh water. Students additional review different types of landforms, including plain, plateau, peninsula, island, valley, and mountain.Page 11Looking for All About Maps word cards? Here's a freebie that includes the following words: map, symbol, line symbol, point symbol, area symbol, map key, compass rose,
cartographer, bird's eye view, street, city, country, continent, and planet. This resource is part of a comprehensive resource on maps. Click here to purchase and download. It includes posters, word cards, nonfiction unit booklet, lap book guide, mapping activities, workbook, answer key, graphic organizers, and writing activities.Page 12My name is
Mr. Poole. This math lesson revolves around aestheometry, the art of making straight lines appear as if they curve. In this lesson, students use a ruler, compass, pencils, and card stock to create a unique design using a needle and thread. This lesson is highly engaging, allowing students to gain experience with rulers, compasses, and challenges them
to follow a detailed set of instructions. My students really look forward to it every year. In this lesson I include step by step iPage 13Back to School Supplies Clip Art bundleHand sketched back to school themed clip art bundle.This set includes 12 black and white and 12 color files.Images include post-its, page post-its, scissors, compass, glue sticks,
memory stick, sharpie marker, a box of crayons, tape, highlighters, calculator and backpack.Each file is 250 dpi and all are in a .png format with a transparent background.Great for your bulletin board, newsletters and welcoming the kids back!You may use these images any way you lPage 14•43 vocabulary words with definitionsWords Included:
plateau, legend, branches of government, rural, independence, urban, empire, human rights, climate, vegetation, resources, settlement, semiarid, delta, gender, myths, supply, bronze, export, demand, casting, import, manufacturing, Nigeria, photo analysis, political maps, equator, scale, physical maps, compass, gulf, mangrove, reservoir, savanna,
trade, barter, vendor, negotiate, adire, textile, network, deforestation, land degradation. ThanksPage 15Discouragement is normal. Everyone feels it. Plus, it is one of surest stepping stones to success. When we feel discouraged, we are given the opportunity to develop a growth mindset, positive self-talk, self-efficacy, and a strong internal locus of
control. Having a growth mindset is like having a compass which points to the "next step" when invariable mistakes and missteps happen. Having a growth mindset inspires us to get up, get creative, get to Plan-B (or C or D), get moving, and get growingPage 16Your kiddos will love using this colorful camping vocabulary printable. Great for ESL
students and anytime you want to add a little fun to the classroom. You could challenge your students to use every one of the words in a short story. The words on this free handout are: Ant, Backpack, Bear, Binoculars, Boots, Camera, Camper, Canteen, Carabiner, Compass, Dutch Oven, Fire, First Aid Kit, Fishing Pole, Flashlight, Fly, Forest, Guitar,
Hat, Hatchet, Knife, Lantern, Map, Matchsticks, Mosquito,Page 17You get 30 regular bingo cards + a call card. Simple, easy and versatile. You can play many different versions of Bingo depending on what you happen to be teaching. Laminate the cards so that they can be used over and over again with water-soluble markers. Classroom objects
included: backpack, book, calculator, crayons, magnifying glass, marker pens, notebook, paintbrush, paint, pen, pencil case, pencil sharpener, pencil, protractor, rubber, ruler, scissors, pins, paper clips, board, computer,Page 18This is the 22 pages of unit notes that I print for the students who require assistance and support professionals. These notes
chronologically follow my Matter, Energy, and the Environment Unit that I offer on TpT. These notes cover.... Matter, Elements and Compounds, States of Matter, Solids, Liquids, Gases, Plasma, Law Conservation of Matter, Dark Matter, Physical Change, Chemical Change, Six types of chemical reactions, Gas Laws, Charles Law, Avogadro's Law, Ideal
Gas Law, Pascal's Law, ViscPage 19Magnetism Quizby This is a 10 question quiz game PowerPoint about Magnetism that concludes Part 6 of my Matter, Energy, and the Environment Unit that I offer on TpT. Answers are provided at the end so students can self assess. Also included is a 1-10 template sheet for students to record their answers. Some
answers / topics include... #1) This is the name for an object or a device that gives off an external magnetic field. (Magnet). #2) Opposite charges attract. The same repel #3) Which rock is magnetized (VisALL ABOUT MEKNOW THYSELF PROJECTBEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR THIS PRODUCT IS PART OF A BUNDLEKNOW THYSELF MEGA
BUNDLELooking for a new and interesting way to get to know your students at the beginning of the year? TRY SELF-AWARENESS WRITING ACTIVITIES!! I use this at the beginning of each semester. The results are surprisingly honest and thoughtful!The idea for the KNOW THYSELF PROJECT comes from several thinkers but Socrates most of all.
See the preview for more information."Stanford rates sof5th grade math / Fifth grade math centerby I am so glad that my math study guides and math homeworks are helping you all. I highly appreciate the comments, suggestions and replies that you submit and I make all the math worksheets according to your requests. I am keeping my FUN math
guides FREE so that math practice can be easily available to all. Here comes another one for 5th grade math games and activities. These are for 5th grade math centers and have 4 colorful math puzzles and math activities that are apt for children in 5th grParts of a Map Geography Map Skills Freebie Sampleby Try out two free sample pages from my
Geography Map Skills Unit & Lapbook with informational text, test, & more!}! This freebie has one page of informational text about the parts of a map. It also includes a one page foldable piece for students to use in their interactive social studies notebook. These two samples are part of my Geography Map Skills Unit & Lapbook with informational
text, test, & more!} for teaching about basic map skills. Over 70 pages in the whole unit! TheTry before you buy!Download the free taste now.Check out lesson 2 and the interactive games to see how easy it is to use in your classroom! This will save you hours and hours of prep!Please Note: This combined year 3 and 4 bundle differs from my singular

grade 'Year 3' and 'Year 4' bundles. The combined smart notebooks were my first ever original programs written in 2014 for flexibility and therefore are less explicit than the singular grade ones. The lessons are completely different from the 'YMap Skills- Reading and Constructing Mapsby This is a great activity to engage students in creating their
own maps with key concepts and words from your Geography Unit. The editable download will allow you to adjust the terms and instructions to best fit your needs. This challenging yet do-able activity is authentic and uses a variety of critical thinking skills depending on your approach and instructions! The activity is for students to follow the
guidelines in the instructions and create a map for their friend who is meeting them at a cSubjects:Zoo Time Adventureby Margo Nauert EdD and Power of Learning PressLet your students embark on an adventure through the zoo where they will not only develop their navigation skills using both cardinal and intermediate directions to travel through
the zoo, but they will also create their own zoo. Zoo Time Adventure is intended to be a set of practice activities to reinforce cardinal and intermediate directions at the elementary level. In addition, students will engage in active research to determine an appropriate habitat for one of their zoo animals. IncludedSubjects:Types:Applying Coordinates
with Mathica Monsterby Help Mathica Monster find her way around Scarytown! Mathica is new to Scarytown and needs to know where eveyrthing is, so you decide to help her by creating a coordinate plane map... In this FREE Betta Math resource, students apply their knowledge of coordinates to navigate and locate points of places in Scarytown.
Each partner finds the same coordinates and creates identical maps, but finds the coordinates in a different order. As they do this they apply their knowledge of graphing coordinates2nd Grade Map Skills with Georgia Regionsby Like what you see here? Find other great resources in our Map Skills with Georgia Regions & Rivers BUNDLE here ------------> GA Regions & Rivers Map Skills BUNDLE If you enjoyed this resource, please leave feedback in the comments section :) GA 2nd Grade Social Studies Standards: SS2G1 The student will locate major topographical features of Georgia and will describe how these features define Georgia’s surface. a. Locate all the geographic regions of Georgia: Blue
Ridge Mountains,Learn about the history behind Asian Pacific American Heritage Month in this free lesson! This engaging lesson teaches your students what Asian Pacific American Heritage Month is and why it is important to celebrate. Our 4-Week Unit unit dives even deeper into the histories, people, and cultures of Asian-Americans and Pacific
Islanders.With a detailed lesson plan, reading, and activity, you have everything you need to kick off Asian Pacific American Heritage Month. Short on time? This lesson isHoliday Papers for Personal or Commercial Useby Christmas/Holiday papers for personal or commercial use. High-quality png files - 8.5 x 11 size paper - You can resize to whatever
size you need though.Please consider leaving me a rating if you like my freebies and give me a follow! I aim to add one new freebie a week!If you are looking for Christmas Frames you can find another freebie here: Christmas Frames/Borders - Freebie Alert'Tis the Season!Follow me in my international teaching journey on Instagram:
@TheCompassRoseTeacherThese are png fiIn this free bundle of The Glitter Bomb, you'll find 10 cross-curricular art lesson plans that cover you, no matter how you are teaching.Process ArtArtist Study featuring Jimmy Lee Sudduth, Minnie Evans, and Nebojsa Ruzic VardaLow-Prep Art LessonsCross-curricular extensions that tie into the art
lessonsMultiple mediums from drawing with a pencil, to paint, to air-dry clay (no kiln needed!)All designed to work together as a single unit study or to be used as individual lessons in the art room orHerman the Goldfish (A Story Companion) Freebiesby Product Description:Our story “Herman the Goldfish” is an undersea adventure about a goldfish
named Herman and a mean ole' shark named Buster created by FrazerTales. This free download is a small selection of the activities that come in cross curriculum storybook companion packet. Plus, this free download comes with a full color pdf version of the book that may be read aloud to the class or shared on iPads. This will allow you to try out the
activities before purchasing the full version. The fulDictionary Safari! is a ready-made, easy to assemble, and fun to use resource that can be ready to use in less than twenty minutes. These features provide you with a learning center activity that can be prepared with a minimal amount of time and effort. As a teacher myself, I understand the value of
this. The first pages of this packet introduce the game concept, rules, and the individual skills associated with it. The latter part contains the actual game materials. The can labels and game rPage 20This is a 150 slide PowerPoint Review Game about Electricity that concludes Part 5 of my Matter, Energy, and the Environment Unit that I offer on TpT.
Answers are provided at the end so students can self assess. Also included is a 1-25 template sheet for students to record their answers. Some answers / topics include... Electricity, Lightning, Static Electricity, Magnetism, Coulomb's Law, Conductors, Insulators, Semi-conductors, AC and DC current, Amps, Watts, Resistance, Magnetism, Faraday's
LPage 21This is a 117 slide PowerPoint Review Game about topics in environmental studies and also includes many PowerPoint previews from my Matter, Energy and the Environment Unit that I offer on TpT. Answers / topics in the review game are... Resource Allocation, Tragedy of the Commons, Ecocentrism, Fungi / Pollution remediation, The 4
R's, Frugality, Sustainability, Human Population Growth, Urbanization, Fossil Fuels, Carrying Capacity, Renewable Energy, Biomimicry, and more. This Review Game is onePage 22Looking for a fun way to reinforce your students learning in Words Their Way? My kids are working on their daily 5 each day and when it comes to word work, I love giving
them options to make learning their words fun. We do speed sorts, rainbow words, build sentences with our words to improve our vocabulary, and when their work is done, I like to add in the game I call "Oddball," like the category that always pops up and gets them when they are initially sorting their words. So, here are the instPage 23*Summarizing
Text* Graphic Organizerby Need your students to get the "gist" of the text (or section of text)? Use this free summarizing text graphic organizer to help students complete a close reading by answering "WH" questions and constructing a summary by identifying important details and events in the beginning, middle, and end of any text. Use this
resource over and over again!✍❤ Like this free product? Please consider leaving a review. I appreciate you taking the time to do so.Let's Connect:Follow my TpT store!InstagramPinteDrills[Linear Equations 2&3 Steps]by My students are assigned this task as soon as they come in the classroom. I distribute this on the desks and it prompts them to
begin right away.I use a timer which has 3 minutes and I encourage them to try to finish before the timer goes off. While students complete this task, I am able to take attendance and return student work. Don't be afraid to give them more time. As you continue with this daily activity, students should notice that they are getting faster at recalling the
producFollowing Directions Rewards Chartby This rewards chart positively reinforces children to listen and follow directions the first time by giving them concrete visuals to follow. Telling children what they CAN do as opposed to what they can't positively encourages them to complete undesirable activities. This anchor is great for children who seek
negative attention as apposed to positive praise and are working on following directions. Please follow our Instagram account @thespectrumcompass for more details on how to easily implementSubjects:MINI GAMES ACTIVITY BOOKLETby Fun and Awesome games for subjects such as English grammar and Writing. These games can be used for
multiple reasons such as: -Mini short activities-Brain starter -Let’s take a break And more! Feel free to provide me with feedback! This also comes in a Black and White format. Credits: P4 CLIPS TRIORIGINALS: Multiplication & Integers]by My students are assigned this task as soon as they come in the classroom. I distribute this on the desks and it
prompts them to begin right away.I use a timer which has 3 minutes and I encourage them to try to finish before the timer goes off. While students complete this task, I am able to take attendance and return student work. Don't be afraid to give them more time. As you continue with this daily activity, students should notice that they are getting faster
at recalling the product of nuFirst Then Chartby First Then charts provide children with predictability of what's to come. Ideas for ways to use a First Then Chart:-Completing work tasks-Completing undesirable activity followed by something more rewarding (fun)-MotivationInstructions:Simply download the documentRight click on each
pictureChoose "change picture"Upload desired picturePrintLaminate and velcro! It's that easy :) Enjoy!Subjects:The Letters of My Nameby First days of school activity to open the year.This worksheet is designed to help the younger learners take their first steps in learning the English language. Students will:Get familiar with how their name is
written in EnglishGet familiar with the letters and sounds in their own nameScan the letters of the alphabet and try to recognize the letters in their name Experience practicing writing their name for the very first timeGRAMMAR BRAINSTORM KITby These brainstorm worksheets can be used for multiple reasons such as: -Mini short activitiesUnderstanding words-Classroom display And more! Feel free to provide me with feedback!Credits:P4 CLIPS TRIORIGINALS: Story for Staying Homeby Social stories help children understand and adapt to changes in their environment. Social stories can also help children develop new daily routines. This social story walks children through the new
routine of staying home. This document is completely editable. We encourage you to use REAL images of your house, family, activities, etc. Using real-life images helps the child relate to the even more! Change the text to fit your child's needs as well.INSTRUCTIONS TO CHANGE IMAGE:Right click the imagSubjects:Juego inspirado en la clásica
dinámica de "Las Palomitas", este recurso está diseñado para jugar y practicar de forma conjunta los tiempos y los compases de dos por cuatro, tres por cuatro y cuatro por cuatro.Imprime las palomitas (tantas hojas de las figuras como quieras, ej.: si quieres practicar las corcheas, imprime tantas corcheas como quieras) para repartirlas a los alumnos
y alumnas de tu clase. Con la música de fondo de "Palomitas de Maíz", el alumnado bailará por la clase hasta que pareSubjects:Plantilla Compases y Regletas (Cast)by Con esta plantilla podemos trabajar la duración de los compases con la ayuda de las famosas regletas matemáticas. (Puedes encontrar cómo trabajar este material en el perfil de
Instagram @un_cabas_de_recursos; o en Facebook en el perfil: Un Cabàs de Recursos)CURSO: a partir de Ciclo Medio (+ de 3º de Primaria)Page 24This project combines properties of trianlges along with constructions using a compas to make holiday ornaments. Student will construct circles and then turn them into equilateral triangles. From there,
you put the pieces together to form the ornament. The final project is a polyhedron. You can use color paper, construction paper, wrapping paper, etc to create these in your classroom. Also included, are relfection questions about the project and how students created their ornaments.
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